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Introductio�
Look at the photo above. Do you recognize any of them? How many of these men
inspire you to get up in the morning and strive for greatness? Being rich is the ultimate
goal for most of us. 

Fine wines, private planes, and sandy beaches – these are just some of the things that
many of us can only dream about. We want a life where we can go wherever we want,
and eat whatever food whenever we want it. This life, however, doesn’t come that
easily; we have to get our hands dirty and work our way up.

In this book, I will talk about the most powerful habits of the rich and how you can
apply each of them in your life. This book focuses on seven habits, specifically
frugality, time consciousness, failing and learning from your mistakes, learning from
other people’s mistakes, saying no, firing up your ambitious side, and creating an
insatiable thirst for knowledge. Each one of them will be discussed further in the later
chapters.   As you read, you will see a bunch of tips that can help you achieve your
dreams and be rich. I highly encourage you to use a pencil or a colored pen to
highlight the things that you find extremely useful. That would help you a lot when you
want to browse this book again.

If yo� ar� inspire� b� th� succes� of Jac� M�, Mar� Zuckerber�, Opra�
Winfre�, Kyli� Jenner, Je� B��, Warre� Bu�et�, an� al� th� billionaire�
ou� ther�, thi� boo� i� for yo�.

A lot of people wake up in the morning hoping that it would be the day that they
could turn their life around. There are those who would take a dollar and try their luck
in the lottery, while some would take the usual path of working 9 to 5 and saving more.
Some people try their luck investing in the stock market, while some work their way up
on YouTube, and the list goes on.



Frugalit�
Chapter 1

Frugality is a subjective term. There are people who will associate frugality
with eating dinner at home instead of frequenting restaurants or waiting
for airline ticket prices to drop at midnight instead of purchasing at regular
rates. But for the small population of the world’s wealthiest, frugality means
foregoing to purchase a new mansion or a new private jet. A handful of the
world’s billionaires and millionaires do not live a lavish lifestyle; some of
them choose to live on a budget like most people.  


